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FALLING

WATERS
West Virginia is rich with waterfalls,
giving springtime a splashy show.
WRITTEN AND PHOTOGRAPHED BY ED REHBEIN

Just nine miles
north of Hinton
on River Road
lies Sandstone
Falls, a worldclass waterfall.
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Favorable Geography

The number of West Virginia’s waterfalls raises the
question of why there are so many in the state.
Of course the two most important ingredients for
waterfalls are mountains and water. West Virginia has
plenty of hills and highlands. From the highest point
in West Virginia—Spruce Knob, which reaches 4,863
feet—to the lowest point at Harpers Ferry along the
Potomac River, which sits at 240 feet, water in West
Virginia has a long way to fall. Indeed, the average
elevation of West Virginia is approximately 1,500 feet
above sea level, which is the highest of any state east of
the Mississippi River. West Virginia’s terrain is rugged,
too: About three-quarters of the state lies within the
Cumberland and Allegheny plateaus, which have been
deeply eroded by streams.
Water, too, is plentiful in West Virginia. Relatively
flat-lying counties along the Ohio River in the western
part of the state receive about 40 inches of rain annually
and, as the elevation increases eastward toward the
spine of the Allegheny Mountains, so does the average
annual rainfall—rising to more than 50 inches per year.
Not only do the mountainous regions of West Virginia
catch more rain; they receive more snow. As spring
arrives, melting snow feeds streams and rivers with
abundant water, and stream levels are at their highest
in the months of February, March, and April. In West
Virginia, spring is prime time for waterfalls.

Favorable Geology

Cathedral Falls
(opposite) and
the Butcher
Branch Falls
illustrate the way
different types
of rock cause
waterfalls to
fall in riffles or
straight vertical
drops.

“T

he most peaceful place on earth is
beside a waterfall,” photographer
Jason Funk once said. Many
would agree with that statement.
Waterfalls have the power to lift
spirits and lighten moods and,
fortunately for us, waterfalls abound in West Virginia.
From Blackwater Falls in the northern part of the state
to Sandstone Falls in the south, West Virginia is blessed
by many breathtaking cascades. In the New River Gorge
alone, Randall Sanger and I have found and photographed
more than a hundred waterfalls large and small in
tributary creeks and streams.

Important as West Virginia’s mountains and precipitation
are to the state’s abundance of waterfalls, geology also
plays a major part. Much of the state sits atop interbedded, nearly horizontal layers of sandstone and shale,
which react quite differently to running water.
Compared with sandstone, shale is soft and more
easily eroded by water. As a stream flows over a series
of inter-layered sandstone and shale, the softer shale is
more readily washed away while the sandstone layers
resist erosion, creating ledges that can become the tops
of waterfalls. The third and largest waterfall at the Falls
of Hills Creek Scenic Area is an excellent example of this.
The appearance of waterfalls depends on the types
of rock underlying the falls. If the rock under the falls
is all shale, the most likely outcome is a series of riffles
without significant drops. If sandstone is present, the
ledges that form cause free-falling drops. Cathedral
Falls shows closely spaced riffles in the shale of the
lowest portion of the waterfall and short drops over thin
sandstone ledges in the upper part of the falls.
A waterfall sitting primarily on sandstone is
composed of riffles, too, but the riffles are larger than
those caused by shale. The Upper Falls of Butcher
Branch in Fayette County illustrate this type of
waterfall, forming a stair-step falls as water descends
over successive layers of hard sandstone.
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Hidden Waterfalls

might imply, Wolf Creek charges down the slopes of the
While waterfalls are abundant in West Virginia, not all
New River Gorge like a wild animal. The falls are rough
are well-known. In the rugged mountains of the state,
and rugged, but you don’t have to hike far to find them.
many waterfalls are hidden in ravines far from the public The falls sit just off Fayette Station Road at the Kaymour
view. To waterfall lovers, this presents an opportunity
trailhead, a short distance downstream from trailhead
for exploration and discovery. Craig Branch Falls, for
parking. The Wolf Creek Falls descent is steep and rocky,
example, is 70 feet high and takes a spectacular plunge off but able hikers are greeted by a picturesque drop, massive
the uppermost sandstone cliff of the New River Gorge. It boulders at the bottom, and a lovely, emerald-green
is less than a mile from the Kaymour Top trailhead in the plunge pool.
New River Gorge, but very few people make the trip to
Some of West Virginia’s waterfalls also hide in plain
see it. The reason is simple: It’s not marked on maps, and sight. Turkey Creek Falls, for example, is at the end of the
the trail to the falls is not a trail at all. It’s a rugged path
Fisherman’s Trail at Hawk’s Nest State Park. The trail is
forged by rock climbers along the base of the sandstone
flat and just over half a mile long. Since Turkey Creek is
cliffs that rim the New River Gorge.
small, it takes a good spring runoff or summer soaking
Wolf Creek Falls is another hidden waterfall, but it’s a for water to rise high enough to fill the falls. But if the
bit more accessible than Craig Branch Falls. As its name falls are full, the vision is spectacular.
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CLOCKWISE
FROM LEFT

Some of West
Virginia's most
beautiful falls,
like Turkey Creek,
Wolf Creek, and
Craig Branch, are
hidden off the
beaten path.
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Well-Known Waterfalls

Fortunately, most of West Virginia’s finest waterfalls are wellknown and the trails to them developed. In Tucker County,
Blackwater Falls is the highest waterfall in West Virginia
and is easily accessed. An elevated boardwalk at Blackwater
Falls State Park leads hikers to the lip of the falls, where the
Blackwater River can be experienced up close as it plunges 65
feet into the canyon below. The opposite side of the canyon
hosts a handicap-accessible viewpoint.
Located on the flanks of Spruce Mountain off State Route
39 in Pocahontas County, the Falls of Hills Creek Scenic Area
is well-suited for waterfall watching. Hills Creek descends
through a narrow canyon in a series of three closely spaced
waterfalls of 25-, 45-, and 60-foot heights. The U.S. Forest
Service has constructed an elaborate system of paved trails,
boardwalks, staircases, and observation decks to enable visitors
to enjoy all three falls. The trail from the parking lot to the
last observation deck at the third waterfall covers threequarters of a mile and contains 380 steps.
Another classic venue for waterfall watching is Cathedral
Falls, which lies in Fayette County right off U.S. Highway 60
about a mile east of Gauley Bridge. Cathedral Falls descends
about 60 feet in a combination of vertical drops and stepped
cascades. It’s a wonderful place to soak in the beauty of a truly
magnificent waterfall.
Hidden or in plain sight, waterfalls abound in West
Virginia. Why not get outdoors and visit some of these
natural beauties? It’s another way to enjoy this wild and
wonderful mountain state of ours. w

Blackwater
Falls and the
Falls of Hills
Creek are
among West
Virginia's
most famous
waterfalls
and are easily
viewed from
scenic areas.
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